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ABSTRACT
The occurrence of dual active galactic nuclei (AGN) on scales of a few tens of kpc can be
used to study merger-induced accretion on massive black holes (MBHs) and to derive clues
on MBH mergers, using dual AGN as a parent population of precursors. We investigate the
properties of dual AGN in the cosmological simulation Horizon-AGN. We create catalogs of
dual AGN selected with distance and luminosity criteria, plus sub-catalogs where further mass
cuts are applied. We divide the sample into dual AGN hosted in different galaxies, on the
way to a merger, and into those hosted in one galaxy, after the galaxy merger has happened.
We find that the relation between MBH and galaxy mass is similar to that of general AGN
population and we compare the properties of dual AGN also with a control sample, discussing
differences and similarities in masses and Eddington ratios. The typical mass ratio of galaxy
mergers associated to dual AGN is 0.2, with mass loss in the smaller galaxy decreasing the
mass ratio as the merger progresses. Between 30 and 80 per cent of dual AGNwith separations
between 4 and 30 kpc can be matched to an ensuing MBH merger. The dual AGN fraction
increases with redshift and with separation threshold, although above 50 kpc the increase of
multiple AGN limits that of duals. Multiple AGN are generally associated with massive halos,
and mass loss of satellites shapes the galaxy-halo relation.

Key words: galaxies: active – quasars: supermassive black holes – methods: numerical

1 INTRODUCTION

Dual active galactic nuclei (AGN), with separations of hundreds of
parsecs to tens of kiloparsecs, have received increasing attention,
either to study the link between galaxy mergers and massive black
hole (MBH) fueling, or as precursors of MBH mergers. The recent
review by De Rosa et al. (2019) summarizes both the theoretical
and observational status of the field.

From the theoretical point of view, after simple early models
(Haehnelt & Kauffmann 2002; Volonteri et al. 2003), more refined
phenomenological (Yu et al. 2011) and numerical investigations
(Van Wassenhove et al. 2012; Blecha et al. 2013; Steinborn et al.
2016; Volonteri et al. 2016; Capelo et al. 2017; Rosas-Guevara et al.

? E-mail: martav@iap.fr (MV)

2019; Bhowmick et al. 2020a; Li et al. 2021; Ricarte et al. 2021)
have addressed the occurrence of dual and multiple AGN residing
in the same galaxy, or in galaxies separated by up to a few tens of
kpc. Studies in idealized set-ups have highlighted that two AGN in
merging galaxies do not necessarily light up at the same time (Van
Wassenhove et al. 2012; Capelo et al. 2017), and that the mass ratios
of merging galaxies (Capelo et al. 2017), the orbital parameters of
MBHs as well as the structure and kinematics of the host galaxy
play a role (Li et al. 2021). Cosmological simulations, which have
lower resolution than idealized simulations, have instead focused
on the incidence of dual AGN and on their origins. Steinborn et al.
(2016) have analyzed the differences between dual and offset AGN.
Volonteri et al. (2016) and Ricarte et al. (2021) have considered dual
AGN in the context of wandering MBHs, the population of MBHs
that does not settle in the galaxy center (and therefore is unable
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2 Volonteri et al.

to merge with the central MBH). Rosas-Guevara et al. (2019) have
investigated the abundance of dual AGN as a function of redshift
and confirmed that non-simultaneous accretion onMBHs decreases
the detection probability. Bhowmick et al. (2020a) have expanded
to multiple AGN, while Bhowmick et al. (2020b) have studied the
accretion properties of dual and multiple AGN.

Observationally, many dual AGN have been discovered
serendipitously, but systematic searches have started addressing the
statistical properties of dual AGN, both their occurrence and prop-
erties. Searches are generally of two types, either blind searches
that search surveys for two AGN at small separation or in the same
galaxy, for instance through spectroscopic signatures (Comerford
et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2020; Hwang et al. 2020), or assisted searches
that look for companions near detected AGN (e.g., Koss et al. 2012;
Silverman et al. 2020). After selection of candidates, additional tests
are often needed to confirm the dual nature of the selected AGN
(e.g., Rosario et al. 2011; Rubinur et al. 2019; Gabányi et al. 2016;
Foord et al. 2020; Comerford et al. 2012). A small number of multi-
ple AGN have also been reported in the literature (e.g., Djorgovski
et al. 2007; De Rosa et al. 2015; Hennawi et al. 2015; Pfeifle et al.
2019; Liu et al. 2019), with separations varying from a few tens to
hundreds of kpc.

To ease comparison with systematic searches of dual AGN
and other theoretical investigations of dual AGN in a cosmologi-
cal context, in this paper we use a large cosmological simulation,
Horizon-AGN, to investigate the properties of dual AGN and their
link to galaxy andMBHmergers, addressing the question ofwhether
dual AGN are a good proxy as precursors of MBH mergers. In the
search for dual AGN we realized that multiple AGN systems (3 or
more AGN) “pollute” the dual AGN sample, and therefore separated
multiple AGN from “pure” dual AGN. This led us to explore the
properties and occurrence of multiple AGN, and in particular their
environments.

2 THE Horizon-AGN SIMULATION

The Horizon-AGN simulation is run with the adaptive mesh refine-
ment code RAMSES (Teyssier 2002). It covers a large volume, (142
comoving Mpc)3, at a relatively low spatial and mass resolution:
cell refinement is permitted down to ∆x = 1 kpc, the dark matter
particle mass is 8×107 M�, the stellar particle mass is 2×106 M�,
and the MBH seed mass is 105 M�.

The simulation includes all standard galaxy formation imple-
mentations. Gas cooling is modelled using curves from Sutherland
& Dopita (1993) down to 104 K. The gas follows an equation of
state for an ideal monoatomic gas with an adiabatic index of 5/3.
A uniform UV background is included after redshift zreion = 10
following Haardt &Madau (1996). Star formation adopts a Schmidt
relation with a constant star formation efficiency ε∗ = 0.02 (Ken-
nicutt 1998; Krumholz & Tan 2007) in regions which exceed gas
hydrogen number density n0 = 0.1 H cm−3 following a Poisson
random process (Rasera & Teyssier 2006; Dubois & Teyssier 2008).
Feedback from Type Ia SNe, Type II SNe and stellar winds is in-
cluded assuming a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function with cutoffs
at 0.1 M� and 100 M�.

MBH formation is based on local gas properties down to
z = 1.5, after which it is stopped. Seeds with mass 105 M� are
created in cells with gas density larger than n0 and gas velocity
dispersion larger than 100 km s−1. To avoid formation of multi-
ple MBHs in the same galaxy, an exclusion radius of 50 comoving
kpc is imposed. The accretion rate adopts a Bondi-Hoyle-Littleton

approach, modified by a factor α = (n/n0)2 when n > n0 and
α = 1 otherwise (Booth & Schaye 2009) in order to account for
the inability to capture the multiphase nature of the interstellar gas
at these resolutions. The radiative efficiency is fixed at 0.1, and the
accretion rate onto MBHs is capped at the Eddington luminosity.
AGN feedback takes two forms, thermal at high accretion rated and
kinetic otherwise. Above 1 per cent of the Eddington luminosity,
15% of the MBH emitted luminosity is isotropically coupled to the
gas within 4∆x as thermal energy. Below 1 per cent of the Edding-
ton luminosity, 100 per cent of the power is injected into a bipolar
outflow with velocity 104 km s−1, injected in a cylinder with radius
∆x and height 2 ∆x.

MBH dynamics is corrected with an explicit inclusion
of drag force from the gas onto the MBH (Dubois et al.
2012). The magnitude of this force is expressed as FDF =
fgas4παρgas(GMBH/c̄s)2, where ρgas is the mass-weighted mean
gas density within a sphere of radius 4 ∆x, fgas is a factor function
of the mach numberM = ū/c̄s (Ostriker 1999), with ū and c̄s
the mass-weighted relative speed of the MBH with respect to sur-
rounding gas and sound speed, and α is the same boost factor used
for accretion. See Dubois et al. (2013) for additional details. MBHs
are merged when they are separated by 6 4∆x, corresponding to
4 kpc, and they are energetically bound in vacuum.

Darkmatter halos and sub-halos are identifiedwithHaloMaker,
which uses AdaptaHOP (Aubert et al. 2004; Tweed et al. 2009). A
total of 20 neighbours are used to compute the local density of
each particle, with a density threshold at 178 times the average total
matter density and a threshold of 50 particles. Galaxies are identified
in the same way, and they are associated to halos a posteriori, with
the main galaxy in a given halo defined as the most massive galaxy
within 10 per cent of the halo virial radius.

3 DUAL AGN CATALOGUES

3.1 Selection of dual AGN

We perform this analysis at 7 outputs, from z = 0 to z = 3 in
steps of 0.5 in redshift. We refer to these redshifts as z, or zobs
when we want to stress that this is the redshift/time when the dual
is caught in an observation. We first build a catalogue of ‘central
MBHs’, defined as the most massive MBH located within 10 per
cent of a halo virial radius, and within twice the effective radius,Re

of the most massive galaxy hosted within 10 per cent of that halo
(see Volonteri et al. 2016, for more details). We then remove the
central MBHs from the list of MBHs, and we assign the remaining
ones to galaxies, selecting the closest galaxy when a MBH can be
associated to multiple galaxies. We aim to include only MBHs that
are physically associated with a galaxy, because we want to explore
the properties of galaxies hosting dual AGN. We therefore limit
our analysis to MBHs within 4× Re of a galaxy1, which excludes
MBHs that are far outside the baryon dominated region. This choice
does not strongly affect our selection of AGN, as this only removes
5-7 per cent of MBHs with luminosities greater than 1042 erg s−1

located inside the virial radius of dark matter halos.
We then apply a luminosity cut of 1042 erg s−1 to all MBHs

associated with galaxies, and thus define the full sample of AGN
studied in this paper. To identify dual and multiple AGN within

1 For density profiles with slope between−1 and−2, 4×Re corresponds
to 2-3 times the radius that contains 90 per cent of the mass, ensuring that
all the visible part of galaxies is included.
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Dual AGN in Horizon-AGN 3

Figure 1. Examples of dual/multiple AGN in false gri colors. Left: a dual AGN in a massive galaxy at z = 0; middle: a dual AGN at z = 1; right: a quadruple
system at z = 1. The dual/multiple AGN are shown with crosses, additional AGN in the region with plus signs. In the right panel, the two AGN highlighted
with plus signs on the right side are not a dual system: their separation in the direction orthogonal to the plane is 215 kpc.

this sample, we search for AGN located within 30 kpc (physical
3D distance) of each other. The choice of 30 kpc is motivated
theoretically by focusing on systems that are or will be involved in an
interaction, and observationally by avoiding chance superpositions,
while keeping close to the typical separations used in observational
searches (e.g., Comerford et al. 2013; Silverman et al. 2020). Since
MBHs are merged when their separation is less than 4 kpc, we
cannot track duals closer than that. For some analyses we extend the
distance cut to 50 kpc.

In a pair, the fainter AGN in the pair is referred to as “sec-
ondary”, and its properties are identified with a subscript “2”. The
brighter AGN in the pair, “primary” has its properties identified
with a subscript “1”. Primary and secondary are selected at the
same output, i.e., at the same redshift. For instance, MBH,1 is the
mass of the MBH powering the more luminous AGN in the pair
(the primary), and can be higher or lower thanMBH,2, the mass of
the MBH powering the secondary. The same goes for the Eddington
ratios and galaxy stellar masses.

Given our procedure, two non-central MBHs can be selected
as a dual AGN, and multiple AGN systems can be counted as more
than one dual. For instance if within a region of space with 30 kpc
radius three AGN pass the criteria, three dual AGN are counted and
analyzed separately. To avoid overcounting dual AGN, we therefore
proceed hierarchically from multiplets to duals. We first identify
clusters of 6AGN– the highestmultiple for our reference luminosity
and distance cuts – and remove them from the list, we then proceed
similarly for quintuplets, quadruplets and triplets and we are left
with “pure” dual AGN. This procedure is repeated for different
luminosity thresholds, since a quadruple system identified using
a threshold of 1042 erg s−1 would become a dual system for a
threshold of 1044 erg s−1 if two of the AGN are too faint to be
picked up with the high luminosity threshold. We often use the
convention of referring to luminosity thresholds as “log(Lbol)”,
with the bolometric luminosity expressed in erg s−1.

Pairs passing a single luminosity criterion define the general
sample: in this case both AGN must pass the same luminosity
threshold. We show in the Appendix how increasing the luminosity
threshold or decreasing the distance threshold modify the results.
For luminosity thresholds higher than 1042 erg s−1, we also create
dual AGN samples relaxing the criterion on the secondary AGN in
the pair, under the assumption that the primary has been identified,
and a fainter companion is searched for in its surroundings. We

show results for secondary AGN having luminosity larger than 1/10
the primary’s luminosity, and apply this criterion only to primaries
with log(Lbol) > 43.

Additional subsamples can be created by applying further cri-
teria to both all AGN and dual AGN. We analyze a galaxy mass
selected sample, for AGN hosted in galaxies with total stellar
mass > 1010 M�, and a MBH mass selected samples, for AGN
powered by MBHs with mass > 107 M� (applied to both pri-
mary and secondary or only to the primary). Such selections are
often used either in simulations, to ensure that only MBHs in well-
resolved galaxies are included, or observations (depending on the
parent sample where dual AGN are searched for). We want to ex-
plore here possible biases arising from applying such cuts.

We often divide dual AGN in two groups: those hosted in
two different galaxies and those hosted in a single galaxy (see also
Rosas-Guevara et al. 2019). The reason for differentiating is that
they trace physically different stages. The former are either on the
way to a galaxy merger or a chance superposition. The latter are
the byproduct of a galaxy merger, either an actively decaying MBH
towards a MBH pair/binary or one/two wandering MBH whose
dynamical evolution is inefficient2. Dual AGN hosted in different
galaxies outnumber duals hosted in one galaxy by a factor of about
5 : 1.

Visual examples of the dual/multiple AGN in our samples
are shown in Fig. 1. In this paper we will use the hierarchically
created samples of pure dual AGN and multiplets, generally for a
luminosity threshold of 1043 erg s−1 (log(Lbol) > 43), to consider
AGN that are sufficiently powerful to be identified observationally,
but we provide additional catalogues of pure dual AGN and basic
catalogues of dual AGN regardless of multiplicity for a variety of
distance (between 10 and 50 kpc) and luminosity thresholds (from
log(Lbol) > 40 to log(Lbol) > 44). See Data Availability.

3.2 Linking dual AGN to galaxy mergers

Dual AGN have been proposed as signposts of galaxy mergers
(Comerford et al. 2009). To test this hypothesis we trace if a dual

2 This approach is complementary to Ricarte et al. (2021) who select wan-
dering MBHs first and then investigate which ones can be identified as dual
AGN.
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4 Volonteri et al.

AGN observed at a given time can be matched with a preceding or
ensuing galaxy merger.

For dual AGN hosted in different galaxies at some obser-
vation redshift z, we use the galaxy merger tree (obtained with
TreeMaker, Tweed et al. 2009) to obtain the list of main descen-
dants for the primary and secondary galaxies. We define the main
descendant of a galaxy in output i the galaxy in output i+ 1 which
shares most mass with the progenitor galaxy. If the two galaxies
merge, their descendants become identical at some point, and we
denote by zgalmerg the redshift at which this happens. Since we are
interested in the relation between galaxy mergers and dual AGN,
we do not consider for this analysis pairs in galaxies which have
not merged by z = 0, which represent only 1.8 per cent of duals at
log(Lbol) > 43.

For dual AGN that are hosted in the same galaxy at redshift
z, we search back in time to find an output where the MBHs were
hosted in different galaxies andwe then apply the exact same strategy
as above to obtain the redshift of the galaxy merger zgalmerg. This
part of the analysis encountered two difficulties. First, sometimes
no separate host galaxy can be found for the two MBHs, despite the
criterion of a minimum distance to any existing MBH for formation
of another MBH. The reason is related to MBHs forming with a
criterion based only on gas properties and on MBHs being free to
move. Sometimes MBHs form in a gas cloud that is not associated
to a galaxy, because it does not pass the criterion for the halo/galaxy
finder. Later on one of these intergalactic MBHs may get captured
by a halo/galaxy and at that point, if some stochastic accretion
occurs, it can be picked up as a member of a dual AGN system.
This occurs mainly in two cases: (i) either the intergalactic MBH is
formed at very high redshift (identified at the first output or rarely
at the second output) and wanders outside any identified galaxy for
a very long time or (ii) the MBH forms shortly before the output
where dual AGN are selected. The number of these cases decreases
with redshift because gas density decreases as well, therefore it is
harder to form aMBH, and for a wanderingMBH it is more difficult
to accrete from the host. At log(Lbol) > 43 these cases represent
about 30 percent of dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy at z = 3
(and 3 percent of all dual AGN), dropping after MBH formation
has been stopped. The second difficulty is that we expect to have
zgalmerg > z: the MBHs are identified in the same galaxy, therefore
the galaxy merger should have happened earlier. However, around
the time of a galaxy merger a MBH can sometimes be associated
to two galaxies, since the galaxies spatially overlap and a MBH
could be located in that region. When a MBH can be associated to
multiple galaxies, we pick the galaxy the MBH is closer to, but we
could have picked the other one. In practice such dual AGN could
have been equally been categorized as "in the same galaxy" or "in
different galaxies". This explains why for some dual AGN hosted
"in the same galaxy" zgalmerg < z. These represent only 0.65 per
cent of the dual AGN with log(Lbol) > 43.

3.3 Linking dual AGN to MBH mergers

Volonteri et al. (2020) have investigated MBH mergers in the
Horizon-AGN simulation. We use their results to match dual AGN
with MBH mergers and probe whether dual AGN are good predic-
tors for MBHmergers. We consider “numerical mergers” where the
MBHs are merged in the simulation (meeting the criteria that the
separation is ≤ 4∆x and they are energetically bound in vacuum)
and the merger occurs within twice the effective radius of the host
galaxy.We also consider the subset of these events where, including
post-processed delays to account for the orbital decay from 4∆x to

Figure 2. Mean MBH mass in bins of total galaxy stellar mass for all AGN
and primaries/secondaries in dual AGN systems, dividing the sample in
duals hosted in one or two galaxies. Errorbars show the variance. Mean and
variance are calculated in log-space. Dual AGN follow the same relation
as the general population, except for some low-mass MBHs in massive
galaxies. These MBHs are generally not the central MBHs in those galaxies
and appear therefore as the secondary AGN in a dual system hosted in a
single galaxy. The solid green line shows the relation for all MBHs (active
and inactive) at the same redshift.

coalescence, the MBH mergers occurs by z = 0 (“delayed merg-
ers”). Since in Horizon-AGN the IDs of MBHs are conserved, we
simply look for MBH mergers for which the two MBHs have the
same IDs as the MBHs in a dual AGN.

4 PROPERTIES OF DUAL AGN

4.1 MBH and galaxy masses

The relation between MBH and total galaxy mass for all AGN and
dual AGN is shown in Fig. 2 (see Volonteri et al. 2016, for a discus-
sion on this relation on the wholeMBH population inHorizon-AGN,
and a comparison with observations). Deviations from the relation
are observed only for dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy: gener-
ally the secondary AGN is powered, in massive galaxies, by a MBH
much less massive than the central MBH. The primary AGN for du-
als in one galaxy is also somewhat less massive than expected from
the relation defined by the full population (although within the scat-
ter). These primary MBHs appear to be growing to “catch up” with
their host galaxies following a galaxy merger, in agreement with
the results from isolated merger simulations (Capelo et al. 2015)
and smaller samples in cosmological simulations (Steinborn et al.
2016). This population, i.e., dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy,
avoids the least massive galaxies at each redshift, as evident from
the right panel of Fig. 2, suggesting that, to host two sufficiently
luminous AGN, galaxies must have experienced at least one rela-
tively major merger, and that massive galaxies experience, overall,
more mergers than their lighter counterpart (e.g. Rodriguez-Gomez

MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)



Dual AGN in Horizon-AGN 5

Figure 3. Cumulative BH mass distribution for all AGN (black, imposing
only a luminosity threshold) and for dual AGN passing some cuts. Left:
most luminous AGN in the pair, primary). Right: least luminous AGN in the
pair (secondary). Duals hosted in different galaxies are shown in the top 6
panels, duals hosted in one galaxy in the bottom six.

et al. 2015; Dubois et al. 2016). The lack of dual AGN in the most
massive galaxies at z = 3 is due to the small number of galaxies
in the highest mass bin, and the overall low incidence of dual AGN
within the total population of AGN across all mass bins.

We show cumulative distributions in Figures 3 and 4. Quali-
tatively, the masses of the MBHs powering the primary AGN in a
dual systems appear larger than those of the full AGN population
selected above the same luminosity. This difference is of course

Figure 4.Cumulative galaxymass distribution for all AGN (black, imposing
only a luminosity threshold) and for dual AGN passing some cuts. Duals
hosted in different galaxies are shown in the left and middle panels, duals
in the same galaxy in the right panel. Here for duals hosted in one galaxy,
Mgal,1 =Mgal,2 (note that duals in the samegalaxy are about 15 per cent of
all dual AGN: the sample is dominated by duals hosted in different galaxies).
Left: most luminous AGN in the pair, primary). Right: least luminous AGN
in the pair (secondary).

amplified when selecting dual AGN above certain galaxy or MBH
masses.

The secondary AGN MBHs appear qualitatively consistent
with the general AGN population for duals in different galaxies
unless mass cuts are applied to the secondary MBH mass, or if the
selection allows for a fainter luminosity for the secondary AGN.
In this cases the distribution becomes more complex. For duals
hosted in one galaxy, non-central low mass MBHs with relatively
high accretion rates become an important sub-population at z >
2. This disappears at low redshift because the accretion rate on
MBHs decreases overall, and secondary MBHs become instead
more massive than the general population. We see the same trends
in the galaxy mass distributions: this is because most MBHs sit on a
correlation between MBH and galaxy mass, except for non-central
high-accretion lowmassMBHs inmassive galaxies. The right panel
of Fig. 4 highlights the preference for duals hosted in one galaxy to
inhabit the most massive galaxies at that redshift.

The main conclusion from this qualitative analysis is that, at
fixed luminosity, primary AGN are powered byMBHs that are more
massive than the full population, in agreement with Rosas-Guevara
et al. (2019), and that their host galaxies are also more massive than
those hosting AGN of the same luminosity. However, dual AGN
sit on the same relation between MBH and galaxy mass: dual AGN
are simply generally hosted in massive galaxies, especially when we
consider duals hosted in the same galaxy. Results from observations
seem to show that dual quasars more luminous than those analysed
here are powered by MBHs that are more massive at fixed stellar
mass than the z = 0 relation, but they inhabit the same region as
single quasars (Tang et al. 2021).

MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)



6 Volonteri et al.

Figure 5. Cumulative Eddington ratio distribution for all AGN (black, im-
posing only a luminosity threshold) and for dual AGN passing some cuts.
Left: most luminous AGN in the pair (primary). Right: least luminous AGN
in the pair (secondary). The primary MBHs of dual AGN have slightly
higher accretion rates than the general population, while the MBH in the
secondary AGN have slightly lower accretion rates. Imposing mass (black
hole or galaxy) cuts can alter significantly the distribution of secondary
AGN, and less that of the primary. See text for details.

4.2 Accretion rates

We examine the distribution of Eddington ratios (fEdd) of primary
and secondary AGN in Fig. 5. If we apply the same luminosity cut
to all AGN, the distribution of fEdd for primary AGN is similar to
that of the full AGN sample, with only a slight tendency to higher
fEdd for the primaries as redshift decreases. Applying mass cuts
to the MBH or galaxy does not change the situation dramatically,
although at high redshift the primaries in dual AGN appear some-
what weaker than the full AGN sample. The reason is simply that
applying a mass cut in the presence of a luminosity threshold re-
moves from the sample low-mass highly accreting MBHs. This will
appear more strongly when we discuss secondary AGN.

Secondary AGN have a more varied behaviour. First, they are
generally slightly weaker accretors compared to the whole AGN
sample (of which dual AGN are a subsample). Note that in this paper
we define primary and secondary based on the AGN luminosity,
not on the mass of the galaxies hosting the AGN, therefore this
is not in disagreement with Capelo et al. (2015) and Steinborn
et al. (2016). We indeed confirm here on a larger sample the anti-
correlated behaviour of fEdd and mass of the host galaxies found in
previous studies, as shown3 in Fig. 6. TheMBH in the least massive
galaxy has a higher Eddington ratio, but being generally lessmassive
the combination is such that the ratio of luminosities does not scale
clearly with the ratio of galaxy masses. The differences with the
general population are not large, and for instance Tang et al. (2021)

3 For dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy at the time of observation, we
show the galaxy mass ratio at the time of their merger, therefore fEdd and
the galaxy mass are not measured at the same time.

Figure 6. Circles: ratios of Eddington fractions as a function of the ratios
of galaxy masses for dual AGN hosted in different galaxies, shifted by 0.05
in the x-axis to improve readability. Squares: for dual AGN hosted in the
same galaxy we show the galaxy mass ratio at the time of their merger.
The mean is shown with its variance. The subscript ‘mm’ refers to the
most massive of the two galaxies, and ‘lm’ to the least massive. Redshifts
and luminosity thresholds as reported in the figure. The MBH in the smaller
galaxy has higherfEdd than theMBH in the larger galaxy,with no significant
dependence on redshift.

mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev

z = 3 z = 3 z = 2 z = 2 z = 1 z = 1

fEdd,1d 0.224 0.264 0.143 0.240 0.116 0.210
fEdd,1c 0.218 0.243 0.109 0.205 0.067 0.132
fEdd,2d 0.156 0.229 0.069 0.170 0.026 0.064
fEdd,2c 0.114 0.148 0.043 0.096 0.027 0.056
fEdd,a 0.164 0.206 0.078 0.166 0.048 0.107

log(MBH,1d) 6.949 0.547 7.261 0.596 7.510 0.612
log(MBH,1c) 6.707 0.484 7.089 0.550 7.735 0.603
log(MBH,2d) 6.604 0.516 7.065 0.574 7.413 0.580
log(MBH,2c) 6.520 0.406 6.936 0.458 7.167 0.542
log(MBH,a) 6.643 0.465 7.030 0.512 7.282 0.576

log(Mgal,1d) 9.566 0.532 9.990 0.555 10.252 0.628
log(Mgal,1c) 9.367 0.488 9.834 0.504 10.178 0.540
log(Mgal,2d) 9.300 0.527 9.804 0.567 10.122 0.626
log(Mgal,2c) 9.134 0.429 9.630 0.441 9.970 0.499
log(Mgal,a) 9.255 0.471 9.637 0.449 10.072 0.510

Table 1. Mean and 1σ variance for Eddington ratios, galaxy and MBH
masses (masses are expressed in solar masses inside the logarithm) for the
dual sample (subscript ‘d’), the control sample (subscript ‘c’) and the full
AGN population (subscript ‘a’) at z = 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 7.Eddington ratio as a function of galaxy andMBHmass for all AGN
(thin black contours), and for primary (thick blue contours) and secondary
(medium thickness orange contours) AGN. For each population, we show
four linearly spaced contours, containing 20, 40, 60 and 80 per cent of the
sample respectively. The most massive MBHs are accreting at the lowest
rates. Primary AGN in duals are accreting at higher rates, and preferentially
reside in more massive galaxies, than the general AGN population, covering
a range that is not common among all AGN.

find dual quasars inhabit the same (broad) region as single quasars.
We expand on quantitative differences in the next section.

Imposing mass cuts alters the distribution in Fig. 5 substan-
tially. Requiring both MBHs to be heavier than 107 M� pushes the
distribution to lower fEdd, because the Eddington ratio decreases
as MBHmass increases (see Fig. 7) and many secondaries have low
mass and high fEdd. The change in shape when imposing a galaxy
mass cut is caused by a combination of the same effect with the
presence of low-mass MBHs with high accretion rates in high-mass
galaxies: generally these are not the central MBHs and they appear
mostly at high-redshift since galaxies are gas-rich and significant
accretion can occur also in the non-central region. Relaxing the
condition on the luminosity of the secondary cures somewhat these
changes in the distribution at high redshift. At low redshift the trends
remain but the behaviour is less extreme.

In summary, the primary AGN accretion properties are gen-
erally consistent with the full AGN population, although accreting
at slightly higher rates, and robust to selection criteria. Secondary
AGN are accreting at similar or slightly lower rates compared to
the full AGN population, and imposing mass cuts on the MBH or
the galaxy exacerbates this difference. However, in order to ensure
consistency, applying such cuts when comparing different samples
and/or theoretical models would be beneficial to limit biases.

4.3 Quantitative analysis on the distinctive properties of dual
AGN

In the previous two sections we have described – qualitatively – the
properties of dual AGN and compared them – qualitatively – to the

general AGN population. However, selecting the brighter (fainter)
of a pair of AGN, even if they are far apart and thus unrelated,
will bias the distribution to higher (lower) luminosity. The most
luminous AGN in a random pair should have higher MBH mass
and/or higher Eddington ratio and viceversa for the least luminous
AGN. In this section we assess whether results are driven by this
bias and provide a quantitative comparison with control samples
and with the general AGN population.

We have constructed ten control samples by selecting random
pairs of AGN from the entire box, with the same luminosity cut
and number of objects as in the dual AGN samples at the same
redshift. In the control and general population samples we cannot
divide them into “different” and “same” galaxy. In the following
analysis therefore the dual sample includes both duals hosted in
one and two galaxies. We note however that dual AGN in differ-
ent galaxies largely outnumber dual AGN in one galaxy (at least
using our criteria). We perform the analyses on the main sample
(log(Lbol) > 43) without imposing additional cuts. The distribu-
tions of MBH and galaxy masses and of the Eddington ratio for dual
AGN, the full AGN population and one of the control samples are
shown in Fig. 8.

In Table 1 we report the mean and standard deviation of MBH
and galaxy masses (in log space) and of the Eddington ratio. The
first item to note is that in all cases the standard deviation is larger
than the difference between the samples. The mean values confirm
the qualitative trends described in the previous sections, but the stan-
dard deviation shows that they all have a low statistical significance.
The comparison with the control sample shows similar results, ex-
cept that the difference in primary masses (MBH and galaxy) and
Eddington ratios are smaller, as expected. For secondaries, instead,
the trends for the mean values in masses are reversed in the dual
and control samples: the control sample behaves as expected, in the
sense that MBHs/galaxies in the control are less massive than in
the general population, while in the dual sample MBH/galaxies are
more massive than in the general population. This suggests that the
dual sample is not subject to the selection bias described above, but
also in this case the large standard deviation limits the statistical
significance of the results.

We have also performed Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests in
one and two dimensions4 to assess the differences (or not) between
the distributions. The results are reported in Table 2. In the KS
tests, we first calculate the probability that the two samples are
drawn from the same parent distribution. Only log(Mgal,1) and
fEdd,2 for the dual/control samples at z = 1 and fEdd,2 for the
dual/control samples at z = 2 have a probability higher than 0.003
(i.e. a significance level lower than > 3 − σ) of originating from
the same parent distribution, while log(Mgal,1) for the dual/control
sample at z = 1 is borderline.

We then calculate the minimal sample size needed to prove
that the distributions differ at 1- and 3-σ level, or at 0.99 per cent
level in the case of 2D distributions (the maximum confidence level
provided by Fasano & Franceschini 1987) . We calculated this by
creating 1000 realizations for each subsample size and defining the
minimal sample as that for which the mean probability drops below

4 For the 2D KS test, the results are less trustworthy when the correlation
coefficient of the two distributions differ (Fasano & Franceschini 1987;
Press et al. 1992). This is the case for some of the 2D distributions, in
particular fEdd,2,log(Mgal,2) at z = 3 (where a large number of high
fEdd,2 systems at high log(Mgal,2) exist), and to a lesser extent at z = 2
and z = 1. In this case the uncertainty in the significance level is of order 5
per cent.
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P ,c P ,a Nd,c(1σ) StDev Nd,c(3σ) StDev Nd,a(1σ) StDev Nd,a(3σ) StDev

1D,z = 3:Nd=Nc=2739,Na=50020

fEdd,1 6.067E-04 5.192E-29 275.40 86.98 2104.80 378.79 62.30 1.57 601.90 6.85
fEdd,2 1.960E-06 2.888E-20 139.90 19.91 1244.60 174.58 81.00 2.26 847.10 5.07
log(MBH,1) 1.988E-43 7.185E-143 18.80 1.69 176.70 13.51 12.30 0.48 112.20 2.25
log(MBH,2) 1.086E-14 2.342E-04 62.00 7.39 602.40 68.76 568.60 11.16 >2739 0.00
log(Mgal,1) 7.724E-35 2.797E-157 25.20 2.30 254.40 8.28 11.60 0.52 105.00 2.00
log(Mgal,2) 1.753E-24 7.070E-05 35.40 2.27 344.70 17.48 301.80 12.34 >2739 0.00

1D,z = 2:Nd=Nc=1310,Na=32001

fEdd,1 3.190E-05 8.147E-44 101.40 21.30 787.50 126.52 21.50 1.08 201.60 3.24
fEdd,2 2.060E-02 8.175E-14 188.90 54.70 N/A N/A 65.70 2.00 651.00 3.16
log(MBH,1) 2.953E-12 1.631E-44 34.20 5.71 315.80 51.77 20.30 1.06 188.40 4.55
log(MBH,2) 2.140E-11 5.112E-05 35.40 6.95 330.60 55.82 182.50 4.28 >1310 0.00
log(Mgal,1) 9.566E-13 7.557E-63 35.20 4.59 326.30 38.87 15.60 0.70 140.20 3.12
log(Mgal,2) 2.396E-15 5.884E-12 28.50 4.09 248.20 33.31 81.50 2.01 764.40 5.27

1D,z = 1:Nd=Nc=626,Na=23252

fEdd,1 9.456E-05 1.190E-25 55.10 11.52 405.70 70.32 17.40 0.97 157.90 2.23
fEdd,2 1.905E-01 4.654E-11 289.20 212.26 N/A N/A 38.10 1.73 368.60 3.95
log(MBH,1) 2.897E-03 1.473E-15 80.10 20.63 496.90 181.77 29.00 1.25 278.70 3.50
log(MBH,2) 1.973E-09 1.924E-07 21.00 2.58 207.40 16.79 61.00 1.76 547.70 6.04
log(Mgal,1) 2.014E-02 7.084E-16 115.80 49.80 N/A N/A 29.80 1.40 267.20 2.62
log(Mgal,2) 2.742E-06 2.945E-04 34.30 5.77 291.80 46.20 126.10 3.41 >626 0.00

P ,c P ,a Nd,c(1σ) StDev Nd,c(0.99) StDev Nd,a(1σ) StDev Nd,a(0.99) StDev

2D,z = 3:Nd=Nc=2739,Na=50020

fEdd,1, log(MBH,1) 7.788E-35 4.276E-145 10.40 1.07 136.30 8.93 5.90 0.57 62.80 1.62
fEdd,2, log(MBH,2) 1.315E-22 9.519E-28 28.00 3.06 255.30 21.54 33.00 1.70 408.60 3.63
fEdd,1, log(Mgal,1) 2.551E-22 1.658E-140 16.70 2.11 216.80 23.23 5.60 0.52 65.00 1.33
fEdd,2, log(Mgal,2) 5.332E-21 2.049E-20 18.60 1.71 243.60 13.39 37.60 2.84 553.30 4.32

1D,z = 2:Nd=Nc=1310,Na=32001

fEdd,1, log(MBH,1) 1.341E-15 1.517E-73 12.40 1.51 147.50 15.01 6.800 0.422 60.50 1.08
fEdd,2, log(MBH,2) 2.467E-12 2.360E-10 21.80 2.70 194.10 23.76 44.900 1.449 570.50 5.08
fEdd,1, log(Mgal,1) 1.983E-10 4.270E-75 14.30 1.89 192.50 16.55 5.500 0.527 60.50 1.27
fEdd,2, log(Mgal,2) 4.157E-12 2.190E-13 18.80 2.20 193.60 24.37 30.700 2.791 412.10 3.25

2D,z = 1:Nd=Nc=626,Na=23252

fEdd,1, log(MBH,1) 7.515E-06 8.570E-32 15.10 2.08 178.70 26.12 6.500 0.527 61.80 0.92
fEdd,2, log(MBH,2) 5.641E-06 1.717E-08 18.80 1.99 174.60 25.26 29.600 2.171 331.90 3.90
fEdd,1, log(Mgal,1) 1.553E-05 2.300E-36 19.80 2.39 217.00 18.76 6.700 0.483 68.30 0.95
fEdd,2, log(Mgal,2) 2.758E-04 1.226E-10 23.90 2.64 251.20 39.49 27.300 1.059 307.30 2.83

Table 2. Results of one- and two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests on distributions of Eddington ratios, galaxy and MBH masses comparing the sample
of dual AGN with the control sample and with the full AGN population at z = 1, 2, 3.Nd andNc are the (identical) sizes of the dual and control sample,Na

is the size of the full AGN population sample. P ,c is the probability that the dual and control sample are extracted from the same parent population, P ,a is the
same for the dual and the full AGN population samples. Nd,c(1σ) is the minimal (identical) size of subsamples extracted from Nd and Nc needed to show at
more than 1σ level that the two distributions are not extracted from the same population, Nd,c(3σ) is the analog for the 3σ and Nd,c(0.99) at the 0.99 per
cent level.Nd,a follows the same convention, but for subsamples extracted fromNd andNa.

the required level. We have checked that convergence is reached
for 1000 realizations. The standard deviation is obtained over 10
different control samples and 10 different random number draws for
the full sample. We note that there can be apparent inconsistencies
between the full analysis and the analysis on subsamples because in
the full analysis the number of objects in the general AGN popula-
tion sample is much larger than the number of objects in the dual
sample, while in the subsample analysis we force the size of both
samples to be the same for simplicity.

One could interpret the results by considering that the smaller

the sample needed to distinguish the distributions, the more they
differ. It thus appears to be relatively easy to distinguish the prop-
erties of primary AGN in duals from the general population, while
for secondary AGN this requires a much larger sample (sometimes
larger than the simulated sample), implying that the properties of
primary AGN in duals are more dissimilar than those of secondary
AGN with respect to those of the general AGN population. When
comparing dual and control 2D distributions there is not much dif-
ference between primaries and secondaries in terms of sample size
needed to distinguish the two distributions, with some exceptions
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(see Table 2). In summary, primary AGN in duals differ more from
the general AGN population than secondary AGN do. Secondary
AGN in duals differ (relatively) more from the control sample than
from the all sample: this is driven by their MBH/galaxy masses
being larger than for the AGN in the control sample, hinting that
dual AGN indeed prefer massive galaxies and MBHs.

5 MULTIPLE AGN AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT

We show the basic properties of multiple AGN systems in Fig. 9.
Comparison with Figures 2 and 7 shows that multiple systems have
properties similar to dual AGN. Generally, the MBHs significantly
below themass expected from the relation with the host galaxymass
are hosted in the same galaxy with a more massive MBH that sits
on the relation, and are wandering MBHs or MBHs on the way to
coalescence (see Volonteri & Natarajan 2009, for similar results in
a semi-analytical model).

Most multiple systems are expected to be hosted in separate
galaxies (Bhowmick et al. 2020a). Using our standard threshold
of log(Lbol) > 43, we find that the fraction of triple systems in
separate galaxies is 80 percent at z = 3 to 70 percent at z = 1,
whereas below z = 1 there are too few galaxies for statistics. The
rest are hosted two in a galaxy and the third in a separate galaxy. The
fraction of triples hosted in one single galaxy is less than 3 per cent.
The picture for quadruple systems is similar: the majority is hosted
in four separate galaxies, although by z ∼ 1.5 quadruple AGN
hosted in three separate galaxies become more common. Below
z = 1.5 there are between 0 and 1 quadruple systems.

A natural question is whether multiple AGN are more com-
mon in galaxy groups, i.e., large halos hosting several galaxies
(Bhowmick et al. 2020a). In Fig. 10 we compare how the galaxy and
halo properties of the AGN population depend on multiplicity. The
mass of the host galaxies simply extends to larger masses the higher
the multiplicity (left panel), whereas the halo mass (middle panel),
while also extending to larger masses the higher the multiplicity,
has a bi-modal behaviour for multiple AGN. The halo masses of
the whole population – which is dominated by single AGN – peaks
at about 1011 M�, while the halo masses of multiple AGN avoid
masses around 1011 M�, and are either smaller or, for the most
part, larger. The halos in the low mass peak proved indeed to be all
sub-halos, while the halos in the high mass peak are predominantly
main halos. Using the ratio of galaxy to halo mass (right panel) as a
further indication, it becomes apparent that there are three types of
galaxies in groups that participate in the multiple AGN population.
First, the central galaxy of the group, which is part, for instance, of
a triple AGN in about 70 per cent of cases. Then, galaxies that are
embedded in sub-halos, which in many cases have started loosing
mass because of interactions in the groups’ potential. These systems
have unusually high galaxy-to-halo mass ratio. Finally, galaxies that
have lost completely their sub-halo mass and are now associated di-
rectly to the halo of the group, as sub-galaxies. These systems have
very low galaxy-to-halo mass ratio.

In summary, dual and multiple AGN are linked to at least one
massive halo, and the higher the multiplicity the higher the mass
of the main halo. When looking for multiple systems, targeting
galaxy groups is therefore expected to give a higher success rate
than targeting blank fields.

6 DUAL AGN AS TRACERS OF GALAXY AND MBH
MERGERS

Dual AGN have been proposed to be used as tracers of galaxy
mergers (Comerford et al. 2009), and there has been discussion on
whether they can also be predictors forMBHmergers. In this section
we analyze the link between dual AGN, observed at a given time,
and whether they can be connected to a galaxy or MBH merger.

For dual AGN hosted in different galaxies we search forward
in time for whether the galaxies will merge. For dual AGN hosted
in the same galaxy we check if their origin can be traced back to
a galaxy merger (see §3.2). In analogy with galaxies, we search
for a MBH merger that involved the two MBHs powering a dual
AGN. We consider both an optimistic approach, where MBHs are
considered merged when they coalesce in the simulation (“numeri-
cal merger”), which happens at a distance of 4∆x = 4 kpc, and a
conservative approach, where the time of the merger is calculated
in post-processing adding dynamical delays (“delayed merger”, see
Volonteri et al. 2020, for details).

We are selecting dual AGN that are observable, during their
evolution, at zobs = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3. In this sense these
are arbitrary times and they are not related to a specific phase in the
evolution of the system: in observations one is only able to glance at
a snapshot of the full evolution. In the simulation, however, we can
follow the evolution both before and after. The population includes
rapidly evolving systems, slower ones, and even ineffective MBH
mergers giving rise towanderingMBHs. Figure 11 shows the variety
of situations that can be encountered.

6.1 Dual AGN and galaxy mergers

In the left panel of Fig. 12 we summarize how faithfully dual AGN
can trace galaxymergers. For dual AGN hosted in different galaxies,
eventually the two galaxieswillmerge, and in 90 per cent of cases the
galaxy merger occurs within 0.6-1 Gyr from the time of observation
of the dual AGN, but for a minority of cases the delay can be up to
5 Gyr.

Our analysis is in agreement with previous analyses of cos-
mological simulations (Steinborn et al. 2016; Rosas-Guevara et al.
2019) that dual AGN are related to mergers with a substantial mass
ratio. We find that the typical mass ratio is 0.2 (Fig. 13, top pan-
els). For duals in different galaxies the mass ratio at the time of
observation is somewhat larger than the mass ratio at the time of the
merger. This is because in the intervening time the smaller galaxy
looses mass, by stripping, while the larger galaxy gains mass, via
star formation. To illustrate this, the evolution of the mass ratio of
the galaxies for a representative set of dual AGN observed at z = 1
is shown in the middle panels of Fig. 13. The bottom panels show
how the ratio of MBH to galaxy mass evolves over the same redshift
span. Significant changes occur when a galaxy looses mass (and the
MBH becomes “overmassive”) or at the time of the galaxy merger,
when the smaller MBH is associated to a much larger galaxy, the
merger remnant (and the MBH becomes “undermassive”). The typ-
ical mass ratio of the MBHs is 0.2 for duals in different galaxies and
0.3 for duals in one galaxy. Since the Eddington ratio of the MBH
in the smaller galaxy is generally higher than the Eddington ratio
of the MBH in the larger galaxy, the mass ratio has a tendency to
increase with time (in agreement with Capelo et al. 2015), contrary
to the galaxy mass ratio.

A fraction of dual AGN observed in the same galaxy cannot
be traced to a previous galaxy merger. This is related to purely
numerical reasons (at least in this analysis). There are two situations
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Figure 8. Comparison of AGN properties for dual AGN, a control sample and the full AGN population. The control sample selects two random AGN from the
full AGN population to create artificial pairs that are not physically related.

that lead to this events. The first is a MBH that forms in a dense
gas cloud in the outskirts of a galaxy or in a filament. The exclusion
radius for MBH formation is 50 comoving kpc, which is less than
our distance threshold of 30 kpc for z > 0.67. Such new MBH,
forming in a dense gas cloud, would start accreting immediately
and would be selected as a dual AGN if the galaxy to which is
matched already contains an AGN. MBH formation is stopped at
z = 1.5, therefore these systems disappear afterwards. The second
case for a dual AGN is when a MBH forms at very high redshift in
a cloud unassociated with a galaxy (because it it too small to meet
the criteria in the halo finder), and travels without being captured
by a galaxy, until at some point the MBH gets close enough to a
galaxy to be associated to it. If the galaxy contains another AGN,

the dual AGN algorithm picks this, by construction, and associates
the two MBHs to the same galaxy, but there is no merger event
delivering the second MBH: no galaxy merger was ever involved
(see also Section 3.2). Increasing the luminosity threshold for dual
AGN selection decreases the occurrence of such systems, sincemost
of them include a low-mass MBH; decreasing the distance between
duals for selection also helps, since such MBHs are typically in the
outskirts of galaxies (See the Appendix).

When investigating the time difference between dual obser-
vation and galaxy merger (Figure 14), as expected, for duals in
different galaxies a smaller separation hints that the galaxy will fol-
low shortly. Less obviously, this is also the case for duals hosted
in the same galaxy, albeit to a lesser extent. Although one would
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Figure 9. Properties of triple, quadruple and quintuple AGN where each
AGN has log(Lbol) > 43. Bolometric luminosity, Eddington ratio and
MBH mass are shown as a function of galaxy stellar mass.

Figure 10. For eachAGN in amultiple system their galaxy and halo hosts are
shown and compared to galaxy and halo hosts of the whole AGN population.
The bimodal distribution of halo masses is caused by all halos with mass
< 1011 M� being sub-halos of the larger halo hosting one of the other
AGN in the multiplet. The galaxy/halo mass ratios present significant tails
both towards very high or low mass ratios because of sub-halo mass loss:
for galaxies still surrounded by a sub-halo the mass ratio increases, while
for galaxies whose sub-halo has been completely disrupted the mass ratio
becomes very small (in this case we associate the galaxy to the main halo,
as a subgalaxy). In general, the higher the multiplicity, the higher the mass
of the (main) halo.

Figure 11. Examples of the evolution of dual AGN, in different (top) or
in the same (bottom) galaxy at the time of observation. Distance between
the two MBHs and MBH masses are shown as a function of redshift, with
different colors and line styles for different dual AGN. In each panel vertical
lines trace the redshift of observation (zobs, i.e., the redshift at which we
select the dual AGN) and the redshift of the galaxy merger linked to origin
of the dual AGN (zgalmerg). If the curves for a pair terminate, the MBHs
have merged at that redshift.

expect a longer time after a galaxy merger for MBHs to be separated
by a smaller distance, the MBHs that reach small separation are the
subset that have an efficient orbital decay. Higher luminosity duals
also trace mergers that are closer in time, because higher masses
and accretion rates lead to faster dynamical evolution.
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Figure 12.For dual AGNobserved at a given redshift (labelled in each panel)
the figure shows the cumulative distribution of the redshifts of the related
galaxy (left) andMBH (right, solid without accounting for dynamical delays
in postprocessing; dotted accounting for delays) mergers. Grey histograms
refer to dual AGN hosted in different galaxies and pink ones to dual AGN
hosted in the same galaxy. Most dual AGN at low redshift can be related
to a galaxy merger, although the time between the galaxy merger and the
observation of the dual can vary. At high redshift a significant fraction of
dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy cannot be traced back to a galaxy
merger (shown with an arrow, see Section 3.2), and a few dual AGN hosted
“in the same galaxy” have zgalmerg < z (see Section 3.2). In the left
panel the crosses mark how the fraction of MBH mergers changes if we
exclude the dual AGN that cannot be traced back to a galaxy merger. Not all
dual AGN give rise to a MBH merger, especially if we account for sub-kpc
delays. If we limit the analysis to dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy the
probability ofMBHmergers increases to∼ 80 per cent when not accounting
for dynamical delays, when delays are included the difference for duals in
one or two galaxies decreases.

6.2 Dual AGN and MBH mergers

The capability of dual AGN to be considered precursors of MBH
mergers is investigated in the right panel of Fig. 12. The failure to
connect all dual AGN to a MBH merger is not surprising: not all
galaxy mergers end in a MBH merger because MBH dynamics can
be inefficient on both large (Governato et al. 1994; Dosopoulou &
Antonini 2017; Tremmel et al. 2018; Pfister et al. 2019; Li et al.
2020; Bortolas et al. 2020, 2021a) and small (Begelman et al. 1980;
Milosavljević & Merritt 2001; Muñoz et al. 2019) scales.

If5 we consider first the optimistic scenario of numerical merg-
ers, where MBHs decay rapidly from a distance of 4 kpc to coales-
cence, dual AGN hosted in different galaxies lead to a MBHmerger
by z = 0 in 70-80 per cent of cases, with the fraction increasing
for dual AGN observed in the same galaxy. The fraction reaches 90
per cent for duals in different galaxies (a single galaxy) powered by
MBHs both with mass> 108 M� (> 107 M�): this minimizes the

5 In this analysis of linking dual AGN to MBH mergers we do not include
dual AGN at z = 0, since by definition they cannot give rise to a MBH
merger by the same redshift.

Figure 13. Top panels: cumulative distribution of the mass ratio of galaxy
mergers linked to dual AGN, for all analyzed redshifts. For duals observed
in different galaxies we show also, with a dot-dashed curve, the mass ratio
at the time of observation. The horizontal line marks 50 per cent. Middle
panels: for a representative set of duals observed at z = 1 the evolution
with redshift of the galaxy mass ratio is shown. In many cases the mass
ratio decreases approaching the merger, a combination of the larger galaxy
gaining mass via star formation and the smaller galaxy loosing mass via
stripping. Bottom panels: for the same duals shown in the middle panels,
we show tracks of the evolution of MBH-to-galaxy mass ratio (the MBH
powering the primary AGN with solid curves, the secondary’s MBH with
dashed curves). Stripping leads to “overmassive” MBHs, while when the
galaxies merge the MBH previously hosted in the smaller galaxy appears as
“undermassive” with respect to the merger remnant.

probability that either AGN in the dual is powered by a wandering
MBH. The fraction of successful numerical mergers also increases,
for duals in both one or two galaxies, for high (> 0.3) total or cold
gas fractions: this is because the simulation includes gas dynamical
friction.

Adding dynamical delays levels the difference between duals
in two galaxies or one, and overall decreases the probability to 30-60
per cent, increasing with decreasing redshift. The delay timescales
include dynamical friction and binary evolution via stellar harden-
ing, torques in a circumbinary disc and gravitational wave emission.
Dynamical friction is based on the stellar component of the galaxy
that has been shown to be the dominant channel (Pfister et al. 2019;
Li et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2022); see Kunyang et al. (2022) for a
post-processing approach that includes both stellar and gaseous dy-
namical friction, along with the effect of feedback. Binary evolution
is generally driven by stellar hardening (see Fig. 1 in Volonteri et al.
2020 and Bortolas et al. 2021b for a detailed analysis of the inter-
play between stellar and gaseous binary shrinking). The fraction of
dual AGN leading to a delayed MBH merger increases for duals
hosted in massive different galaxies (> 1010 M�) and for massive
dual MBHs (> 107 M�) hosted in the same galaxy. This is a simple
consequence of the scalings of the implemented delays with MBH
and galaxy mass (cf. Fig. 1 in Volonteri et al. 2020). Calculated
delays being shorter for massive systems explains why the proba-
bility of dual AGN being precursors of MBH mergers increases at
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Figure 14. Time elapsed between galaxy merger and dual AGN observation
(top), between MBH merger and dual AGN observation (middle), between
galaxy and MBH merger (bottom), for all dual AGN that can be matched
to both a galaxy and a MBH merger. Duals with small separations and/or
higher luminosities provide a better selection for rapidly evolving mergers
(both galaxies and MBHs), especially for duals hosted in different galaxies.

Figure 15. Cumulative distribution of dual AGN distances, for two lumi-
nosity cuts, and for duals hosted in different galaxies or in one single galaxy.
Dual AGN with small separations are much more likely (but not necessar-
ily) hosted in the same galaxy. High luminosity duals in the same galaxy
are preferentially found at small (<10 kpc) separations: high MBH masses
and high accretion rates – thus high gas and presumably stellar densities –
favour effective orbital decay.

low redshift. Gas content enters only tangentially in the calculated
delays, since it only affects the viscous timescales in circumbinary
discs, which are inversely proportional to the Eddington ratios, and
accretion rates on MBHs are calculated via the Bondi formalism.
Since a high stellar density is the most favourable conditions for our
calculated delays, dual AGN host galaxies with a low gas fraction,
hence a high stellar fraction at a given mass, are more likely to
give rise to a delayed MBH merger. A slight increase for the prob-
ability of successful delayed merger occurs for gas fractions less
than 10 per cent, but also for gas fractions more than 30 per cent
for duals in different galaxies (for which both dynamical friction in
the simulation and postprocessed delays operate, since the MBHs
are separated by more than >4 kpc, the distance below which we
include the postprocessed delays).

In analogy with the left panel, we show the effect of includ-
ing/excluding dual AGN observed in the same galaxy that cannot
be traced to a previous galaxy merger. Given that this population
dwindles as redshift decreases, so does its effect. Furthermore, such
population disappears if we consider delayed mergers since these
are small MBHs that have long post-processed delays.

In the Appendix we show how several of the results presented
in the paper depend on distance and luminosity cuts.We here briefly
comment on the main effects and provide a more detailed discus-
sion in the Appendix. Decreasing the distance cut to, e.g., 10 kpc
increases significantly the probability that a MBH merger follows
for duals hosted in two galaxies, while there is little change for duals
hosted in a single galaxy. This is because most duals hosted in one
galaxy are separated by less than 10 kpc, as shown in Fig. 15.

Increasing the dual luminosity threshold to log(Lbol) > 44
slightly increases the probability that a MBH merger results from
the dual AGN for duals hosted in a single galaxy. This is because
the most luminous duals are more centrally concentrated, and are
more likely the product of a recent merger with effective dynami-
cal friction on massive galaxies and MBHs, rather than “wandering
MBHs”. Overall, duals that give rise to mergingMBHs have slightly
higher Eddington ratios, but the difference is not statistically signif-
icant.

The middle panel of Fig. 14 conveys a message similar to what
has been discussed, while the bottom panel ties together galaxy and
MBH mergers, especially in the case of duals in different galaxies.
Although the time when a dual is observed is only a snapshot in the
merger history, duals that are identified at small separations and/or
have high luminosities are generally better indicators of effective
mergers, which take the shortest between galaxy andMBHmergers,
because of either favourable orbits or higher masses and accretion
rates.

7 DUAL AND MULTIPLE AGN NUMBER DENSITY

We first focus on (pure) dual AGN, and examine their fraction
over the whole population of AGN in Fig. 16. If we consider all
duals where both AGN pass a simple luminosity criterion, the dual
AGN fraction increases with increasing redshift, in agreement6 with
previous simulations (Volonteri et al. 2016; Steinborn et al. 2016;
Rosas-Guevara et al. 2019).

6 Note that Volonteri et al. (2016), who also analyzed Horizon-AGN,
considered only dual AGN hosted in the same galaxy and did not apply any
distance criterion.
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Figure 16. Fraction of dual AGN passing some threshold criteria (luminos-
ity, BHmass, galaxymass, distance). Imposingmass cuts changes somewhat
the overall evolution with redshift and to a higher degree the normalization.

Figure 17. Number density of AGN passing some threshold criteria (lumi-
nosity, BH mass, galaxy mass; solid curves) and dual AGN passing some
threshold criteria (luminosity, BH mass, galaxy mass, distance; dashed
curves). As we move to higher and higher redshift, massive galaxies and
MBHs dwindle, this needs to be “convolved’ with the fact that massive
galaxies host duals more frequently. The dual AGN fraction can increase
with redshift when imposing BH/galaxy mass cuts not because there are
more duals, but because there are fewer AGN overall. This is best exempli-
fied by the orange curves, imposing a cut in galaxy mass.

Figure 18. Redshift evolution of the number density of AGN regardless of
their multiplicity (all AGN) and evolution of the number density of dual,
triple, quadruple and quintuple AGN, in each case defined as being within a
region of radius 30 kpc and above the bolometric luminosity quoted in each
panel.Rarity increases with multiplicity.

Silverman et al. (2020), who analyzed observations and com-
pared to a dedicated analysis of Horizon-AGN applying their cri-
teria, found no evolution with redshift, highlighting how subtle
differences in the criteria can change the results. For instance, in
the Horizon-AGN analysis performed for Silverman et al. (2020)
triples (or higher multiplets) were not removed from the dual sam-
ple, and the galaxy-MBH matching has also been improved in the
present paper. As a consequence, if we apply to the pure dual AGN
sample the same criteria used for Silverman et al. (2020): primary
with log(Lbol) > 45.3, secondary with log(Lbol) > 44.3, galaxy
masses > 1010 M�, MBH masses > 108 M�, we obtain similar,
but not identical results. Furthermore, the analysis in Silverman
et al. (2020) and in Horizon-AGN to mimic their sample, was lim-
ited to high luminosity AGN (primary with log(Lbol) > 45.3),
and Horizon-AGN includes only a small number of such bright and
rare AGN, given its volume, making the results dominated by small
number statistics. In Fig. 16 the cases closest in spirit to Silver-
man et al. (2020) (lavender, orange and green-blue curves in the
log(Lbol) > 44 panel) are those that show the least evolution with
redshift, going in the direction of the results of Silverman et al.
(2020). Additional examples of the evolution of the dual fraction
in dependence of mass/luminosity criteria are shown in Fig. 16.
For instance, at fixed luminosity, decreasing the separation from 30
to 10 kpc, decreases the fraction significantly. This is because in
practice only duals hosted in one galaxy are selected. The fraction
increases less when increasing the separation from 30 to 50 kpc,
because at that separation many systems belong to higher multiples
(see the Appendix).

The reasons for the sensitivity of the results to the criteria is
both related to the sensitivity of the numerator and of the denomina-
tor in the dual AGN fraction. This is exemplified in Fig. 17, which
shows the evolution of the number density of dual AGN with red-
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shift in comparison to all AGN. For instance, applying a MBHmass
cut to both AGN in the sample makes the number density of dual
AGN decrease faster with increasing redshift than the total number
density of AGN powered by MBHs above the same mass threshold.
This is simply a consequence of MBHs in secondary AGN at a fixed
luminosity threshold being less massive than in the primaries and
therefore a mass cut imposed on both AGN excludes a large number
of dual AGN (see Fig. 3).

The number density of AGN with different multiplicity is
shown in Fig. 18. The whole population (“all AGN”) includes mul-
tiple systems, but is clearly dominated by single AGN. For fixed
luminosity thresholds applied to both AGN, and no further crite-
rion, the number density of multiple AGN increases with redshift,
and the higher the multiplicity, the faster the fraction of multiple
AGN with respect to all AGN increases with redshift, at least for
dual-triple-quadruple AGN, where enough redshift bins are popu-
lated. For instance for log(Lbol) > 43 the fraction of dual AGN
scales∝ (1+z)0.22, that of triples∝ (1+z)0.58 and that of quadru-
ples ∝ (1 + z)0.78. The redshift evolution is almost identical for
log(Lbol) > 42 and shallower for log(Lbol) > 44: ∝ (1 + z)0.17,
∝ (1 + z)0.38 and ∝ (1 + z)0.51 for duals, triples and quadruples
respectively. The dependence on the distance cut is discussed in the
Appendix.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed the properties of dual AGN, selected
mostly via distance and luminosity criteria, in theHorizon-AGN sim-
ulation at z = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2., 2.5 and 3. We have generally dis-
tinguished between dual AGN that at the time of observation are in
two different galaxies and those in one galaxy, since they trace two
distinct phases before or after galaxy mergers. The main results are
summarized in the following.

• Dual AGN represent about 4 per cent of the AGN population
with the same luminosity. For separations between 4 and 30 kpc,
duals hosted in a single galaxies are about 15 per cent of all duals.
These one-galaxy duals typically have separation < 10 kpc.
• TheMBH-galaxy mass relation of dual AGN is consistent with

that of the generalAGNpopulation, except for some secondaryAGN
in dual one-galaxy systems, which are “undermassive”.
• The differences between dual AGN and the general AGNpopu-

lation have low statistical significance, but the trends are as follows.
Primary AGN in duals are accreting at slightly higher Eddington
ratios, and preferentially reside in more massive galaxies, than the
general AGN population. Secondary AGN have Eddington ratios
similar to, or slightly smaller than, the general AGN population;
their host galaxies are compatible with those of the general AGN
population, although marginally more massive. However, the AGN
hosted in the smaller galaxy has generally a higher Eddington ratio
than the AGN hosted in the larger galaxy.
• Multiple AGN are generally associated with massive halos,

with halo mass increasing with multiplicity. The galaxy/halo mass
ratios of multiple AGN present significant tails caused by mass loss
of satellites in the potential of the main halo.
• The vast majority of dual AGN can be associated to a galaxy

merger, with a typical mass ratio of 0.2. Mass loss of the smaller
galaxy and star formation in the larger galaxy during the merger
decrease the mass ratio as the merger progresses.
• Depending on the assumptions on MBH dynamics, between

30 and 80 per cent of dual AGN with separations between 4 and
30 kpc can be associated to an ensuing MBH merger.

• The dual AGN fraction increases with redshift, except for sys-
tems hosted in massive galaxies/powered by high mass MBHs. The
fraction of higher multiple AGN increases with redshift at a faster
rate the higher the multiple.
• Increasing the separation threshold for dual AGN selection

does not increase the fraction proportionally, because more systems
become classified as multiple AGN rather than duals.

The dual and multiple AGN catalogs generated in this study
are made publicly available to ease comparison with other simu-
lations and observations. We stress that small differences in how
dual AGN are selected can lead to large differences in the results.
For instance, if multiple AGN are not first removed from the dual
AGN catalog, dual AGN are highly overestimated because, e.g.,
one single triple system could be counted as up to 3 separate dual
AGN. Mass cuts also play an important role in modifying the prop-
erties of the sample. Although imposing mass cuts could hide some
of the underlying population properties, applying such cuts when
comparing theoretical/observational samples would be worthwhile
to ensure consistency.
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APPENDIX A: DEPENDENCE ON LUMINOSITY AND
DISTANCE

When increasing the luminosity threshold – from log(Lbol) >
43 to log(Lbol) > 44 – for dual selection the sample becomes
smaller (1490 instead of 8306 objects) and therefore more prone
to small number statistics. The relation between MBH and galaxy
mass remains similar, with the only difference that MBHs powering
secondary AGN at high redshift are closer to the general relation,
i.e., less “undermassive”, for the “same galaxy” case (Fig. A1).

For duals hosted in different galaxies increasing the luminos-
ity cut increases mostly the Eddington ratio, while for duals hosted
in one galaxy an increase in the mass of the MBH powering the
secondary AGN is also evident (Fig. A2). High luminosity du-
als hosted in one galaxy have smaller separations, and a shorter
delay between galaxy and MBH merger. A high luminosity thresh-
old weeds out wandering MBHs, by selecting either more massive
MBHs or MBHs in dense regions, either way dynamical friction is
more efficient, so we are selecting duals on the way to merger rather
thanwanderingMBHs. For high luminosity duals hosted in different
galaxies the luminosity threshold does not make a large difference,
the masses of secondary AGN are similar and fEdd is not as close
as unity as in the same galaxy case; furthermore fEdd decreases as
mass increases, so at high luminosity we may pick either a massive
MBH in a low density environment or a light MBH accreting at
high rates, in either case the orbital decay is inefficient.

The opposite is true if the luminosity threshold is decreased
to log(Lbol) > 42: the mass and Eddington ratio of the secondary
AGN decrease, as more wandering MBHs enter the selection. A
larger fraction of “undermassive” MBHs in secondary AGN is for
the “same galaxy” case is also present and the fraction of dual AGN
connected to MBH mergers decreases.

When decreasing the distance threshold for dual selection –
from 30 kpc to 10 kpc – the sample includes 1971 objects. The
relation between MBH and galaxy mass remains similar, with the
only difference thatMBHs for duals in different galaxies have higher
mass at the low-mass end. This is likely an effect of being close to
a galaxy merger: mass loss through tidal effects and difficulties in
identifying all galaxy stars when two galaxies are merging both
contribute to decrease the galaxy mass (Fig. A3). The relationship
between galaxy mass ratio and Eddington ratio does not show any
statistical difference for duals hosted in either one or two galaxies
(Fig. A2). The increase in successful galaxy and MBH mergers is
simply caused by the spatial proximity and favourable orbits.

Finally, in Fig. A4, we show the redshift evolution of the num-
ber density of multiple AGN for the same luminosity threshold, but
for different distance cuts out to 50 kpc. The slope of the redshift
dependence does not depend much on the distance cut, the main
change is in the normalization, which obviously increases as the
distance cut increases.
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Figure A1. Analogues of Figures 2, 12, but for a luminosity threshold of log(Lbol) > 44.

Figure A2. Similarly to Fig. 7, the Eddington ratio as a function of galaxy and MBH mass for for primary (thick blue contours) and secondary (medium
thickness orange contours) AGN, using different luminosity/distance thresholds, as marked in the panels, distinguishing dual AGN hosted in different galaxies
(left) and in the same galaxy (right). The log(Lbol) > 43 results are reported in the middle/bottom panels as thin dark/blue (primary) and red (secondary)
contours to guide the eye.
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Figure A3. Analogues of Figures 2, 12, but for a distance threshold of < 10 kpc.

Figure A4. Analogue of Fig. 18, but for different distance cuts.
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